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Abstract
Streaks are one of the most common print defects in elec-

trophotographic printers that influence print quality. Streak
defects are dark or light lines with the major axis along the
printing process direction and are usually caused by a defec-
tive Intermediate Transfer Belt (ITB) or Organic Photo Con-
ductor (OPC) component in the printer. Previously, we de-
signed an algorithm to detect the streak defects only on stan-
dard printed test pages, which have uniform color [1]. In
this paper, we design an algorithm to detect the streak defects
on the customer content area, which we call a raster ROI. It
is more complicated than the uniform color printed page be-
cause the customer content influences our streak detection re-
sult. Sometimes, the customer content has some dark or light
straight lines along the printing process direction, and they
are similar to streak defects. To detect the streak defects on
the customer pages, we must separate the straight lines of cus-
tomer content and the streak defects. To detect the streak in a
raster ROI, we apply the Sobel edge detection algorithm and
morphological operations to the master image, which includes
the customer content without defects, to remove the straight
customer content lines on the scanned test pages. The remain-
ing dark or light straight line along the printing process di-
rection may be streak defects. For the detected streak defects,
we use the DAG-SVM multi-classification method to classify
the rank of streak defects in the raster ROI.

1. Introduction
In previous work on streak defect detection, we designed

an algorithm to detect the streak defects only on standard
printed test pages, which are uniform color test pages, as
shown in Figure 1 (a) [1][2]. In this paper, we design an al-
gorithm to detect the streak defects on the customer pages,
including customer content, as shown in Figure 1 (b).

This raster ROI streak detection and classification
project is part of a larger effort to analyze a variety of types
of print quality defects in pages containing customer content
[3]. In our previous work, we designed a method to extract
four different ROIs from the master image [4], as shown in
Figure 2. In this project, we need to use the raster ROIs from
the master image and the scanned test image. Because of
their unstructured content, customer content in the raster
ROIs will be the most challenging ROIs in which to detect
the streak defect compared with the symbol, vector, and back-
ground ROIs. The symbol, vector, and background ROIs con-
tain uniform or slowly varying color. We can detect the streak
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Figure 1: The streak defects sample images.

defects using the method we designed for the standard test
images. In this paper, we design a method to detect the streak
defects in a raster ROI. After detecting the streak defects in a
raster ROI, we classify the raster ROI streak defect into four
ranks: A, B, C, and D.

Figure 2: The ROI extraction input and output.
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2. Raster ROI streak detection and classifica-
tion procedure

In this section, we introduce the details of the raster ROI
streak defect detection and classification procedure. Figure 3
shows the overall pipeline of the proposed method.

Figure 3: The overall pipeline of the raster ROI streak defect
detection and classification.

This procedure includes three parts: the raster ROI pre-
processing part, the streak defects detection part, and the
raster ROI streak defects classification part. In the first part,
we preprocess the master and test images before extracting
the streak defects from the raster ROIs. Because there is
misalignment between the corresponding master and test im-
ages, we need to do the alignment first [5]. Then, we extract
the corresponding master and test raster ROIs and transform
them to grayscale. Besides, the scanned printed test raster
ROI includes a halftone pattern. So we use a Gaussian fil-
ter [6] to smooth both the master and test raster ROIs and
to remove the halftone pattern. This process can improve the
streak detection result.

In the second part, we use the Sobel X-direction filter [7],
which is the same direction as the printing process direction,
to process the master raster ROI. The Sobel X-direction filter
process result can extract the straight lines of customer con-
tent along the printing process direction in the master raster
ROI. We then use the dilation [8] of the Sobel X-direction fil-
ter result as a mask image to remove the customer content
straight lines from the test raster ROI. The remaining dark
or light straight lines along the printing process direction in
the test raster ROI are the streak defects.

In the third part, we classify the raster ROI streak de-
fects. In this part, we extract the feature vector of the raster
ROI streak defects. The multi-classification method classifies
[9] the raster ROI streak defects based on the streak defect
feature vector. We use the Directed Acyclic Graph-Support
Vector Machine (DAG-SVM) [10] for the multi-classification
method.

After completing Parts 2 and 3 of the raster ROI streak
detection and classification procedure, we will get the streak
defects detection result and the raster ROI streak defects
classification result. We will introduce the details of the
raster ROI streak defects detection and classification proce-
dure in the following sections.

3. Raster ROI Preprocessing
In this section, we introduce the raster ROI preprocess-

ing, which includes four steps: image registration, raster ROI
extraction, color space transformation, and Gaussian smooth-
ing.

3.1 Raster ROI image registration
The input is the master image and scanned test image,

as shown in Figures 4 (a) and (b). Because of the limited
printing and scanner precision, there is always misalignment
between the master image and the scanned test image, as
shown in Figure 4 (c). So, before we use the master image
raster ROI result to crop the corresponding raster ROI from
master and scanned test image, we must do the image reg-
istration between the master and scanned test images to re-
move this misalignment.

Figure 4: The master image, scanned test image, and the
master/scanned test blended image.

Figure 5: The image registration result: master and aligned
test blended images.

We use the SIFT method [11] [12] first to extract the in-
terest points from the master and scanned test images. Then,
the Normalized Cross-Correlation (NCC) [13] can establish
the correspondences of the interest points between the mas-
ter and scanned test images. Finally, the random sample con-
sensus (RANSAC) algorithm [14] can calculate the optimal
transformation matrix based on the corresponding interest
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points [15]; and we can use the optimal transformation ma-
trix to process the scanned test image to remove the misalign-
ment. Figure 5 shows the master and aligned test blended
image. The master and aligned test images match much bet-
ter than in the original blended image Figure 4 (c). But we
still can find that there is a small misalignment between the
master and test images, as shown in the Figure 5 detail im-
age.

3.2 Raster ROI extraction
The next step is to crop out the corresponding raster ROI

from the master and aligned test images. The raster ROI re-
sult is based on our previous work [4], as shown in Figure 6
(a) (only the white area is the ROI). The raster ROI result
is four numbers for each ROI: the left top pixel position and
the right bottom pixel position. This “Complex” sample im-
age only includes one raster ROI and the raster ROI cropped
result shown in Figures 6 (b) and (c).

Figure 6: The master raster ROI and the aligned test raster
ROI.

3.3 Color space transformation and Gaussian fil-
tering to smooth the raster ROI

Figure 7: Processing the test raster ROI with a Gaussian fil-
ter to remove the halftone pattern. The reader is advised to
zoom in to see the halftone pattern in the upper center en-
largement.

After we crop out the corresponding raster ROI from the
master and test images, we transform the master and aligned
test raster ROI color space to grayscale. Because there is a
halftone pattern in the printed test image, we use a Gaus-
sian filter to process the test image and remove the halftone
pattern. For our 300 dpi scanned test images, we set the
Gaussian filter size to be 15 pixels×15 pixels with σ = 2.
Equation 1 shows the Gaussian smoothing. Here, f (x, y) is
the input grayscale image; g(i, j) is the 15×15 Gaussian fil-
ter; and f ′(x, y) is the Gaussian smoothed result. Figure 7
shows the grayscale raster ROI Gaussian smoothed result.
Figure 7 (a) shows the pre-smoothed raster ROI, including
the halftone pattern, and Figure 7 (b) shows the Gaussian
smoothed raster ROI. To maintain consistency, we also use

the same filter to smooth the master grayscale ROI.

f ′(x, y)=
7∑

i=−7

7∑
j=−7

f (x− i, y− j)g(i, j) (1)

After completion of this step, we get the smoothed test
raster grayscale ROI and the smoothed master grayscale
ROI. In the next section, we will introduce how to detect
streak defects using these two images.

4. Raster ROI streak detection
Streak defects are dark or light straight lines along the

printing process direction. To detect the streak defects, we
first need to remove the customer content straight lines along
the printing process direction directly from the test raster
ROI. The remaining straight lines along the printing process
direction will be the streak defects.

To extract the customer content straight lines, we use
the Sobel operator. The Sobel operator is an edge detection
algorithm, and it includes two 3×3 edge detection kernels:
one for horizontal edge detection, and one for vertical edge
detection. Equation 2 shows the Sobel operator computation
process. A is the source image, which is the grayscale raster
ROI in our project. Gx and G y are two images that, at each
point, contain the vertical and horizontal derivative approxi-
mations, respectively. The “∗” denotes the 2-dimensional sig-
nal processing convolution operation.

Gx =
+1 0 −1
+2 0 −2
+1 0 −1

 ∗ A and G y =
+1 +2 +1

0 0 0
−1 −2 −1

 ∗ A (2)

Figure 8: The Sobel vertical edge filter processed master
raster ROI and test raster ROI.

In our project, we orient all the scanned test images in
the same direction relative to the printing process direction,
so the streak defects are vertical lines on the scanned test
images. The Gx image will show all the vertical lines on the
master image and the test image. We use the Sobel vertical
edge filter to process the grayscale master raster ROI and
corresponding test raster ROI; and we normalize the vertical
edge detection result to the range 0−255, as shown in Figure
8.

Figure 8 (a) shows the result of applying the Sobel ver-
tical edge filter to the master raster ROI. The white color
pixels label all the vertical lines in this raster ROI. Figure
8 (b) shows the result of applying the Sobel vertical edge fil-
ter to the test raster ROI. We can find that there are many
noise test raster ROI vertical edge detection results, even
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Figure 9: Comparison of the once and twice Sobel vertical
edge filtered results for the test raster ROI.

though we have used a Gaussian filter to smooth the test
image. Here, we want to remove these noise lines from the
test raster ROI vertical edge detection result, and only keep
the customer content vertical lines and streak defects. The
method is to use the Sobel vertical edge filter to process the
test raster ROI twice. Intuitively, we calculate the second
derivative of the test raster ROI in the horizontal direction to
extract the vertical lines in test raster ROI. We also normal-
ize the twice Sobel vertical edge filtered result to the range
0−255, as shown in Figure 9 (b). In Figure 9, comparing (a)
and (b), we can find that applying Sobel vertical edge filter
twice can remove most of the noise in the test raster ROI and
only keep the customer content vertical lines and streak de-
fects.

Figure 10: The master raster ROI vertical lines Otsu result
and dilation result.

We apply the Otsu method [15] to the master raster ROI
Sobel vertical edge detection result and extract the customer
content vertical lines, as shown in Figure 10 (a). This Otsu
result is a binary image, and the white pixels are the cus-
tomer content vertical lines. We want to use this binary im-
age as a mask to remove all the customer content vertical
lines from the test raster ROI. However, as shown in Figure
5, even though we did the image registration between the
master and the test images, there is a remaining 5−20 pixel
misalignment. To remove the influence of this misalignment
between master raster ROI and test raster ROI, we dilate the
Otsu result of the master raster ROI, as shown in Figure 10
(b). The dilation kernel is 9 pixels×9 pixels. We will use
this dilation result as a mask to remove the customer content
vertical lines from test raster ROI.

For the next step, we use the dilation result of the mas-
ter raster ROI vertical lines image to process the test raster
ROI vertical lines detection result. Because the master raster
ROI dilation result is the binary image and the foreground is
the dilated vertical lines, we should invert this dilation im-
age and set the vertical lines in the dilation areas to zero.

Then, we use this inverse dilation master raster ROI image
to mask the test raster ROI vertical lines result, thereby re-
moving the customer content. Figure 11 (a) is the test raster
ROI Sobel vertical lines detection result, and Figure 11 (b)
is the processing result using the master raster ROI vertical
lines dilation mask image. We can find most of the customer
content vertical lines are removed from the test raster ROI
vertical lines detection, but the streak defects remain.

Figure 11: Removing customer content vertical lines from the
test raster ROI using the master raster ROI vertical lines
dilation mask image. The reader is advised to zoom in to see
the noise in (b).

In Figure 11 (b), it is evident that the white lines are
the streak defects in the test raster ROI. If we look closely,
we can find many small white noise points in Figure 11 (b).
These small white areas may not be the streak defects and
usually are noise. We prefer to extract the apparent streak
defects in the vertical lines from Figure 11 (b).

Figure 12: The test raster ROI streak defects column detec-
tion result. The reader is advised to zoom in to see the fine
streaks in (a).

We calculate the vertical projection of the test raster ROI
vertical lines image without customer content Figure 12 (b)
and get the red projection result in Figure 12 (c). Because
the vertical projection result fluctuates greatly, we use a 9
pixel unweighted average kernel to smooth the vertical pro-
jection result [16], as shown in Figure 12 (c) blue line. In the
smoothed vertical projection result, we use the average ver-
tical projection smoothed result plus the standard deviation
of the vertical projection smoothed result as the threshold to
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label the streak defects. The streak defects column detection
results are indicated by the short black bars in Figure 12 (a).
This streak defects column result includes all the streak de-
fects in the test raster ROI. However, in Figure 12 (c), we find
a large low-value vertical projection area indicated by the red
bounding box. This area does not include streak defects, but
its projection value is much less than that of other good print
quality areas. This is because the corresponding columns in-
clude a large area of zero-valued mask, which results in very
small vertical projection values. This unsmooth projection re-
sult will sometimes influence the streak detection result be-
cause a lot of small vertical projection values will pull down
the streak detection threshold. To solve this problem, we nor-
malize the vertical projection value by the number of non-
zeros pixels in the corresponding column and get the vertical
non-zero average projection result, as shown in Figure 12 (d).
With this new vertical non-zero average projection result, it
is much more accurate to extract streak defects in the raster
ROI using the average plus the standard deviation of the non-
zero averaged projection value as the threshold.

Figure 13: The test raster ROI streak defects result. The
reader is advised to zoom in to see the fine details of the
streak defects.

The last step of streak defects detection in the raster ROI
is to extract the pixels of streak defects from the correspond-
ing columns. We apply Otsu’s method to the non-zero values
of the test image raster ROI vertical lines mask result, as
shown in Figure 12(b), because the masked zero values will
pull down the Otsu threshold and influence the accuracy of
streak defects detection result. The pixels’ Sobel X-direction
twice processed value, which are above the Otsu threshold
and in a streak defects labeled column, are the streak defects
pixels, as shown in Figure 13 (b). We use the white pixels to
label the streak defects.

5. Raster ROI streak defects classification
In this section, we extract the feature vector of streak

defects in the raster ROI and classify the raster ROI streak
defects into one of four different ranks. The requirement of

four different ranks is same as the text fading classification
requirement: Rank A means no streak defects in the raster
ROI; Rank B means there are streak defects in the raster
ROI, and the defect does not affect the regular use of the
printed page; Rank C means there is an observed text fad-
ing defect and people can find it easily; Rank D means there
are a lot of text fading defects and the defects influence the
regular use of the printed page. Figure 14 shows four differ-
ent rank samples of raster ROI streak defects.

Figure 14: The raster ROI streak defects rank samples. The
reader is advised to zoom in to see all the streak defects.

Table 1: Raster ROI Streak Defect Feature Vector for a Single
Test Page

1 The area of the streak defects;
2 The total width of the streak defects;
3 The average length of the streak defects;
4 The average sharpness of the streak defects;
5 The average ∆E of the streak defects;
6 The severity (∆E × streakarea) of the streak de-

fects.

Table 1 shows the six features for raster ROI streak
defects on a single page. We will use these features to
classify the raster ROI streak defects. The data set includes
37 raster ROI streak defects images. There are 13 images
of Rank A, 8 images of Rank B, 7 images of Rank C, and
9 images of Rank D. The multi-classification model is
Directed Acyclic Graph-Support Vector Machine (DAG-SVM)
[17]. To evaluate this multi-classification result, we apply
cross-validation [18]. We separate the 37 raster ROIs into 5
folds, i.e. (7/7/7/8/8) raster ROI streak defects ground truth
for each fold. Each fold is used as the test set one time,
and the other four folds are used as training sets. The final
confusion matrix for this five-fold cross-validation is shown
in Table 2. The accuracy of this multi-classification model is
81.1%, and the standard deviation of the accuracy of these
five folds is 11.8% with a worst accuracy of 57.1% and a best
accuracy of 87.5%.
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Table 2: Raster ROI streak defect DAG-SVM classification
confusion matrix

Predict A Predict B Predict C Predict D
Real A 11 1 0 1
Real B 1 6 0 1
Real C 0 1 5 1
Real D 0 1 0 8

Conclusion
In this chapter, we proposed a raster ROI streak defects

detection and classification method. This method’s input is
the master raster image and the corresponding test raster
image, and the output is the streak defect detection result
with the feature vector and the raster ROI streak defects
rank classification result. This method includes raster ROI
preprocessing, streak detection, and the raster ROI streak
defects classification. In the first part, we use an image reg-
istration method and use the Gaussian filter to smooth the
test raster ROI and master raster ROI. In the second part, we
use the Sobel vertical lines detection filter to extract all the
customer content vertical lines and use this result to remove
all the customer content vertical lines in the test raster ROI
so that only the streak defects vertical lines remain. In the
third part, we extract the feature vector from the streak de-
fect detection result and use DAG-SVM to classify the rank of
the raster ROI streak defects. All these processes are tested
with HP supplied test images.
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